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use lecture/s talk ts replace teache/s talk because he does a research in the university. The
lecture/s talk is not only very important for organising the interactions in English classroom but it
is also probably the major source of comprehensible target language input. Brown, (2001: 165)
states that talk dominates the classroom. There are teacher's talk and students'talk in classroom.
According to Ned Flanders (L970: 41), there are ten categories of lecturers' talk. They are called
FIAC, which stands for the Flanders lnteraction Analysis Categories. Similar to FIAC system, asking
a question is one of the functional features of lecturers' talk. lt has been identified as a criticat
part of lecturers' work in the process of teachihg and'learning. A questioning is a common
technique employed by the lecturers to maintain the classroom interaction. There are so many
advantages for using the tecturer/s questions in variety of educational purposes, such as
diagnosing students' ability, leading creative thinking, probing students' thought process,
motivating and assessing students' knowledge to achieve the objective of the study. Referring to
the illustration above, the writer is interested to do a research entitled 'Lecturers' Questions oN
Students' Responses in English. Clossroom lnteraction' and he tries to answer the researdr
questions which involve: : (1) What.types of questions do the English lecturers use in tlpi
classroom?, and (2) How appropriate are the students' responses to the lecturers' questions?-
Hopefully, this study can give contribution to the process of teaching and learning in Englidr
classroom.

"'
Res'earch Method

ln this research, the writer applied descriptivg qualitative approach to analyze tl:
lecturer's questions and- students' responses in English classroom. The aim of descriptic
reseqrch is to examing events clr phenomenon (Mc Millan and Schumacker in marriam L988:771
The data of this research was taken from the transcription of the classroom interaction whif
was focused on lilcturers' questions and students' responses in the transactional Ja
inteipersonal conversation interactions in the English classroom at the second semester studenlt
of the English Education Department of Teacher Training and Educational Faculty of Muria Kuilc
University in the academic year of 20LO/2OLL. The lecturers who teach speaking were tl:
respondents of this research. Exactly, there were four lecturers which had various teadrft
experiences and fourth classes which consisted of twenty students at second semester in d
classroom.

The method of data collection involved determining the class as the setting of the strdl,
doing observation, recording and documentation. ln determining the class, the writer
some administrative procedures including getting permission of the Head of English
Department in order to collect the data. An observotion here means collecting valid data to
out deeply about the lecturers - students interaction in English classroom, especially the
was on the types of questions used by the lecturers and the students' responses to the
questions. Bogdan R. And Biklen (1982: 79) state that through observation the researcher
about behaviors and the meaning attach to those behaviors. ln doing video recording, the
asked his friend to do it as he couldn't do it by himself. While his friend was doing recordig
was also in the class to make filed notes. To make the valid data, the writer applied
for the collected data as Denzim {1970: 472 in Leo Van Lier 1998: 13} said that many rese
advocate the use of triangulation. The writer used investigation triangulation in which he
another observer to involve him in the observation and methodological triangulation in whif
different methods such as observation, analysis of transcript was used. The concept of
in this study was associated with consistenry in coding and categorization of data, as ulel
interpretation of meanings. 11. i
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The writer transcribed, selected, categorized, and interpreted the data to be analyzed. A
bing was a process of representing the talk or speech event in written form. The
tion on the talk was transcribed in a way that was faithful and accessible to discourse

A selecting was the step to select all of the lecturers' questions and the students,
rses, and re-write them on a separate sheet of paper. The purpose of-selection was to
the analysis easier. For categorizing the types of questions, the writer used the theory of
experts such as Long and Sato as cited in Chaudron (1988: 1271 and Nunan (199L, L94l;
r, (1989: 194); Chaudron C, (1988: 1271and etc. There are thirteen catelories of leciurers,

namely: (1) display question, (2) referential questions, (3) divergent questions, (4)
: question, (5) procedural'question, (5) closed question, (7) open question, ig)

ficataon requests, (9) confirmation checks, (10]comprehension check, {11}yes-No qquestion,
wH-word question, and (13) question tag. An lnterpretation was the last step for analyzing

data. The lnterpretation was done to find out the questions of thiq study: {1} What types of
stbns do the English lecturers use in their ctassroomJ, and (2) How appropriate are the

responses to the lecturers' questions?
.i

and giscussion

The"subject of this research was four lecturers who taught speaking class for second
rr of student in English Department of Muria Kudus University in the academic years

11. The observation wds conducted four times during one two weeks of July 2011. The
of the observation depended on each of the lecturers' schedules and their oganization

dte classroom. The first observation was conducted in the class of lecturer A. The-topic was
senting tips to overcome problems. ln the observed clasiroom of lecturer B, the students had

role play in some groups. ln the observed classroom of lecturer c, the students reported their
:aking which were recorded by using cell phdne. Then the lecturer extended by giving some

t to somq students about describing a place. The last observation, in lecturer D, the
were taught about a giving direction and describing places.

ilype of Questions Used in the Classroom* To describe the types of questions which were asked by the lecturers during the teaching
learrilng process in detdils; the writer classified them into a table of questiont.ln" following

Table 1 which describes the frequency of type of questions which were asked in the process of
aching and learning

Table 1. Frequency of rype of euestions and the percenhge in thc Total Summary

From the tible above, it is clear that there are eight types of lecturers, questions which
delivered by the lecturers in.the process of teaching.and learning. Each lecturer tends to ask
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the students by using different types of questions. ln observed classroom of the

writer can arrange the type of questions which were asked by her to the

display questions, convergent questions, clarification'checks, divergent question$ t

checks, procedural questions, and comprehension check. ln observed classroom d
B, the writer finds that she tended to ask -convergent questions, divergent questiotrq'

questions to the students. She rarely asked the students by using confirmlli
procedural questions, and comprehension checks. The third observed classroom thl
investigated was the classroom of lecturer C. ln hiS teaching, he often asked o

questions, divergent questions and confirmation checks to the students' He raref
iisptay questions, comprehension'checks, clarification checks, and procedural quesl-

students. He didn't deliver question tags to the students in the process of teaching rl
The lecturer D rarely asked display questions, divergent questions, confirmab
comprehension checks, procedural questionsand question tags in his classroom. He

the students by delivering convergent. questions.

The following is the example of a display question excerpt which is taken frn
A's class:

Turn SPeaker:

2L L : Attendance. OK' ls it attendance? '

22 S : Yes.

From the excerpt above, it can be seen that the lecture asked drsploy question

students. Actuaily the lecturer knows the answer and she.requires a short or even (It
answer. Turn 22 shows that-the student is able to answer the questions of the b
appropriately.

Below is an exdmple of a divergent qudstion excerpt which is taken ffom

class:

Turn SPeaker:

313 L : Why don't you have explanation related with your problem?

3t4 S : Find, maybe the nervous makes me confused. Confused to expk)
problem. My probtem is how to.manoge time and usually I often late so
compus becouse Sometimes I hove to remoin my motorcycle so fost to get, t ,
here, but sometimes t feet horribte....frighten I meon, on the road becot4.

mdny motorcycle when I go to compus. And then sometimes I sow on occiffi,
thot why moke me scared...so..

The excerpt shows that the lecturer asked the students by deliverin g a divergent q

to find the students' reason. ln this stage, the lecturer encourages the students to use the

level of thinking in responding the question. The lecturer needs the reason why the student

not explain the problem. Finally she knows the reason after the students explain it in detail.

The Appiopriateness of the Students' Responses to the Lecturers' Questions

- To find out the appropriateness of. the students' responses toward the lecturerf

questions, the writer presents the Distribution of Students' Responses to each Type of Lecturert'

euestions in appendix 1. Appendix 2 tells about Types of Questions which are Responded

Appropriately. Appendix 3 tells about The Frequency and Percentage of Students' Responses to

Lecturer's euestions. 
"The 

result of the study shows that there are two kinds of studentt'



namely: verbal response and non verbal response as cited in appendix 1. Verbal
consist of short answer, long answer, and asking. The total numbers of responses was

br short answer was 382 or 64,3tTo, for long answer was 118 or 19,9fu for asking was 22 or
]I and for silence was 72 o; !2,t%. The numbers of responses show us that the total numbers
bcturers' questions (583), 522 were responded positively and the rest were not responded

Appendix 3 shows that the students' responses can be either appropriate or: in
te. For each lecturer has different appropriateness of responses because of several

for instance the students' understanding the questions or the materials and the level of
of the questions or the materials. The total questions which were delivered by the

were 583 questions. The total responses toward the questions were 594 responses
there were some questions that got more than one responses by different students. ln

word, sometime one question was responded twice by different students. l-he
ions of appropriate responses were 72.6LYo and inappropriate responses were 27.39%.""

numbel indicates that most of the students could answer the questions of lecturer

!
Beldw is an appropnote response to disproy question which is taken from lecturer A's

Turn Speaker: '

133 L : Yeah, trust. So, build the trust. Good. And so be honest. What is number

two?
t34 S : Giving best intention. , '

134 is the example of an appropriate response of the student to thb display question. ln this
the lecturer tests the students' memory about some tips that have been learned. ln this

the student doesn't use a highest level of thinking. ln the form of short answer, the
responds the question appropriately.

ts an appropriote response to divergent question which is taken from lecturer A's class:

Turn Speaker:

' 15 L : Motivate. Can you explain that?
16 S : OK. So motivote is important too. I mean, motivate is o woy the leader

can motivate his friends. Motivate, I mean con .-.o may be with q little
force. May be to come fonuord in front of the class ond etc

Turr.r. 15 is the example of an appropriate response of the student to the divergent question. The
hcturer asks the student to explain a motivation. Then, the student explains and elaborates the
meaning of motivation in his way with the long answer.
Befow is an example of an inappropriate response toward clarification check which is taken from
A's class:

Turn Soeaker:

L97 L

198 S

: Could you repeat that? I don't understand the last one.

: Lost one...o. ...one....
The excerpt above shouis that the lecturer delivers a clarification check to the student.
Unfortunately, the student doesn't understand what the lectures mean. Here, the student gets
difficulty to give an appropriate response because he cannot master the topic that he has learned
or he cannot understand the question. Consequently, he responds the question inappropriately.
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Conclusion
Finally, the writer can conclude that the types of lecturers' questions which

delivered in the process of teaching and learning involved display questions, divergent
convergent questions, procedural questions, clarification check, confirmation
comprehension check, and questions tag. The highest type of question which was delivered
the lecturers was convergent question and the less type of question which was delivered by
was questions tag.

Most of students. responded lecturers' questions appropriately. Their responses
match with adjacency pair and using right grammatical that cause the lecturer developed
questions. There were four hundred and thirty two or seventy two point sixty one percent
appropriate responses, and one hundred and sixty three or twenty seventh point thirty
percent for inappropriate responses.
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Appendix 1

Table 1. The Distribution of Students' Responses to each Types of Lecturer's Questions
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Lecturer D

Table 2. Types of Questions which are Responded Appropriately

Types of
Lecturer's

Questions

Convergent
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Abstract

Questioaing is,on common technique employed by the ledurerc to mointain the
dassroom interaction. This orticte is the report of the research thot tries to answer
raearcl problems, namely: (7) what types of questions do the English lecturerc use

in their classroom? and (! How oppropriate are the student{ respnses to the
kturerc' questions?
The research method which was applied in this study is descrtptive quolitative. The

futo were taken from the tranxriptions ol the clossroom interaction whidr"'wos

fntsed on types ol lecturerc' guestions and itudents' responses in the English

dassroom. The respondents were lour lecturerc who taught 'speaking' at four
dosses which consist ol twenty students.:at second semestq in eoch classroom.
Tmnscribing 'the dato, ,categorizing the types of questions, ewluating
opropriateniss were the techniques which were used to anolVe the data.

' 
71he results show that the types of lectures' question which were used in the process

;:af taching and learning involved disptay questions, divergent guestions, convergent
lfqltestions, procedural guestions, clarificotion check' conftrmation checlg

, onprehension chech and question tag, The total- questions used were583
qttstions. Most of students responded ledurerc' question appropriately.
Fmrty, opplying effeAive questioning techniques by choosing Apes ol questions
perly in order to make the students understond the moteriols leamed is the

,Vggestion of this research.

kyntords: Lecturers' Questions and Students' Responses.

There are so many factors that influence the process of teaching and learning to be

in the university. One of them is the interaction between the lecturer and the
The lecturer's abjlity for designing and leading the interactions in the classroom is

to achive the objective of the study. lf the teacher fails in classroom interactions, it may

misunderstanding between him and the learners (Nunan, t99L:371. Consequently, the
can not succeed the process of teaching and learning. One of the crucial things in

in English classroom that the writer investigates is le. qtut:er's talk. The writer.$e;tds to


